
SOME THOUGHTS OUTSIDE THE BOX… 
What if you woke up one day with the blinding revelation that you were god, the Alfa and the Omega the first and the last? That 

creation was the clothes you wear, and in your heart you knew that although few would dare to even consider such an obscene idea, 

all could make this claim and rightfully so?  Now with this mind surfaced within your consciousness, you’d see everything and 

everyone from your divine perception. If you were to believe this about you, you just might share it with a selected few… But if you 

knew it…ah then you would tell no one. at least for awhile, and then you would be selective as to who you told the new idea to. as 

this revelation came upon you, you would initiate no action, but only bask in this secret god knowledge in wonderment sublime, 

while you waited to see where this state of consciousness would take you. At first this awareness would fade in and out as it 

worked to bring your mind into oneness with the new idea.  

 

With this understanding would come a total rest and release from all efforts to impress that other god you worshipped all those 

years because with this newfound knowledge there would be no one to answer to, and no one to impress. Realizing there was no one 

to shine up to, all your goodness, if not for real, would soon fall by the wayside. Now your true colors would quickly surface. You 

could choose to be a devil or a saint with perhaps no consequences. You yourself would then know where you stood in terms of your 

intentions and motives. We speak of the dual mind but ask yourself this question… who am I praying to? Recently there came up a 

discussion concerning who created evil. Was it god, or was it man?  The question is duality based, for man is the manifestation of 

the unseen god. These are not two but one. 

 

What if everyone on the planet woke up tomorrow with the vivid realization  that no one on earth has ever really known who god was, 

but due to their religion, they had only thought they did, and that no one ever shall know of any “supreme being” outside of, or above 

and beyond creation. What if everyone came to the realization that the only way to ever know god or realize god, or see god was to 

finally recognize creation as the appearing of the one life that animates it all? What if we all woke up one day having had the deep 

awareness dropped in our heart while we slept, that this god thing will always be a mystery? And that it shall never be possible to 

see god aside from creation, as creation is the clothes it wears, and aside from creation we have no form. And that indeed creation 

is the only way to know god and that we are the god we seek? 

 

This awareness as it took total possession of humanity would create within mans heart a cleaving together. Now he could not be the 

independent one depending on his god to supply all his needs. He would now realize that in treating others the way he wished to be 

treated was more then just a holier then thou idea. I submit that if all men knew the truth it would create heaven right here on earth. 

There is a source. No man can know what that source is. Whatever we could conceive in our mind could not possibly be it. But wise 

men do know that whatever it is, we are one with its essence. I am the issue that issued forth from this mysterious one. The truth is 

there is no more then one existing. It will never be a possibility for anything else to exist. Name it, call it what you will but whatever 

you choose to call it, you are it.  

 

What if the saying that the wise man once told you was the absolute truth when he said, “”That which you are seeking 

you are?” What if you woke up one day to find that there’s actually no supreme being, that it’s all table grade from the smallest 

microbe to the highest evolved angel, and that creation’s many forms is the only god anyone will ever see and only when they 

develop eyes to see? It is written that when we know the truth it will free us. What if this was the truth the master knew but dared 

not say? Or you could take the stand of duality and tell me that man is god’s creation but he’s not god. In which I would ask the 

question is there more then one existing here? If there is then duality is truth and not error.  



 

Only God is real… 

Nothing else exists. 

 

 
 


